What’s in the Box?
Bag 1

Our standard license plate bracket
with the light mounting bracket
installed. Photo shows where the
license plate hardware goes. (in bag #2)

Bag 2
3 batteries, 2 sets of plastic
mounting hardware & 2 allen
head wrenches. 1 wrench for
column bracket, the other if you
want to adjust angle of the hub.

Bag 3
Adjust angle
of hub

Tighten bracket
to steering column

The hub is preset by us in the
standard position. To adjust,
loosen set screw and rotate
and retighten. Loosen column
screws, mount on column
where desired, tighten screws.

Mounts to
License Plate
Bracket

To install batteries, remove the
2 phillips screws that hold the
bracket on. The bracket only goes
back on one way. Install the 3 AAA
batteries. Put back bracket on and
install the screws.

To install the Elight unit on the bracket slide on
in the direction of the arrow. The triangle on
the front must be up, or the lights won’t work.
When sliding on, press down the finger tab so
the lock tab clears the bracket.

To remove the controller from the column bracket
you can either push down the finger tab and slide
the controller towards your finger or loosen the 2
screws on the back of the bracket and slide it off.
This can also change the angle of the controller
on the column bracket.

To mount the controller on the slide
bracket, align the two grooves and
push down on the finger tab. Slide.

Typical below-plate install

To turn on Elight unit, push in the
on button. The light on the front
in the triangle must be flashing to
show it’s on. Make sure the triangle
is up when mounted on vehicle.

To change battery, remove the
controller from the bracket.
Remove the battery door by
turning it. Replace battery with
a new CR2032 with the positive
terminal up. Replace battery door.

Above-plate install
UP is UP

UP is UP
.The bracket provided with the Elight works as it is in most installations. You may have to bend it a little for your specific
application. We notched the brackets so it’s very easy to know where the bend line is. Some people put it on the edge of
a table and line up the notches and bend it. It’s easy.
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